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Crestron 2017 Integration
Awards Winners

Welcome to the 10th annual Crestron Integration Awards
2017. Our awards return once again to ISE to celebrate
the engineering skills, the technology and excellence of
our integrators, consultants and programmers in projects
featuring Crestron solutions throughout the EMEA region.
At Crestron, we strive to simplify and enhance the lives
of millions of people every day around the world. Our
company’s success relies on the professionalism of all our
partners, and we are proud to highlight this work every year.
This is the 10th year of our Annual Integration Awards, and it
is astounding to see the quality, size, and scope of the projects,
which keep getting more and more impressive. This year’s
entries demonstrate an inspiring versatility and creativity that
highlights the sheer breadth and depth of Crestron expertise
in so many different countries. From a fire truck in Slovakia to
a stunning University project in Germany, the winning entries
show complexity and creativity that was a pleasure to judge.
Due to the level of competency, the task to choose just nine
winners out of 123 entries was extremely challenging, and I
want to extend my gratitude to everyone one who entered.
The hard work, innovation, creativity and technological
prowess continue to impress us and if you were not
successful this year, please do enter for the awards next year.
Congratulations to the 2017 Crestron Integration Award Winners!

Robin van Meeuwen
CEO Crestron EMEA
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Rebecca Weir
Lighting designer and Creative Director at
Light IQ, Weir, has completed over 1,200

Meet the Judges

award-winning residential and commercial
lighting projects worldwide, is a successful
columnist and author, recently launching

This year, the judging panel was chaired by Robin van Meeuwen and
comprised Petra van Meeuwen, Media Relations Director for Crestron
and four top names in technology and lifestyle journalism:

her book The Languages of Light, which
demonstrates her passion and expertise
for lighting.

61

number of

Shortlisted entries

Emily Brooks
Award winning freelance journalist and
magazine editor, Brooks, has more than ten
years journalistic experience and currently
writes for The Telegraph Property, Grand
Designs and Luxure, amongst others.
She recently won the CEDIA Award for
Best Technology Feature 2016.

123
number of

Companies shortlisted

Categories

Entries received

44

Kate Slesinger
Kate has been the Publishing Director at
House & Garden magazine since 2010,
and has over 20 years’ experience in
publishing at Condé Nast. Over the past
two years she has gutted and refurbished
her own home in SW London, giving
her hands-on, practical experience to
complement her work at House & Garden.

number of

number of

9

Jeremy White
Jeremy is Product Editor at the technology
and innovation magazine Wired. Jeremy also
writes for the Telegraph on all things gadget
related and has previously worked for the
FT and Esquire magazine as well as being a
regular commentator on BBC and Sky.
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Countries

18
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Custom Sight & Sound Limited
best user
experience

This House Changed
My Life
United Kingdom

”The feature-rich

automation system to win back the

screen interface that took account

Crestron control solution

independence that he had lost, to

of

allows David to control

care and to live on his own once again.

Thanks to this innovative solution

his lighting, blinds, all

The

and for the first time since his

aspects of security,

solution allows David to control his

accident,

lighting, blinds, all aspects of security,

independently again – a very worthy

and play music and

and play music and TV through the
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TV through the iPad

& Sound and Crestron designed an iPad

interface.”

“I am more
able in this house
than you are, in
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physical

limitations.

release him from the need of full time
feature-rich
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control

David
of
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can
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now

live

Experience.

iPad interface. Together, Custom Sight
App that brought all the functionality
of the house into an intuitive, touch-

A clear winner in the Best User
Experience
category,
Custom
Sight & Sound created an evolving
solution that quite literally has
transformed the life of this home’s
owner, Harry Potter stuntman,
David Holmes. The judges felt this
humbling project was an inspiring
example of the very best that
technology can bring in enhancing
the everyday experience of the client.

fact this house has

At the age of 25, David Holmes broke

changed my life.”

the film Harry Potter and the Deathly

his neck while rehearsing a stunt for
Hallows. This accident left him disabled
to the level of C7 tetraplegia and
requiring full time care for every aspect
of his daily life. Although David has
the use of his arms, his hand functions
are

limited,

making

push-button

controls almost impossible to use.
David was determined to design a
home which would incorporate an
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